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The “White Gray Sign” Identifies the Central Sulcus on 3T High-
Resolution T1-Weighted Images
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The central sulcus is an important anatomic landmark, but most methods of identifying it rely on variable
gyral and sulcal patterns. We describe and assess the accuracy of reduced gray-white contrast along the central sulcus, an observation we
term the “white gray sign.”

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We conducted a retrospective review of 51 fMRIs with a T1-weighted 3D inversion recovery fast-spoiled
gradient-echo and concomitant hand-motor fMRI, which served as confirmation for the location of the central sulcus. To measure
gray-white contrast across the central and adjacent sulci, we performed a quantitative analysis of 25 normal hemispheres along the anterior
and posterior cortices and intervening white matter of the pre- and postcentral gyri. 3D inversion recovery fast-spoiled gradient-echo axial
images from 51 fMRIs were then evaluated by 2 raters for the presence of the white gray sign as well as additional established signs of the
central sulcus: the bracket, cortical thickness, omega, and T signs.

RESULTS: The mean gray-white contrast along the central sulcus was 0.218 anteriorly and 0.237 posteriorly, compared with 0.320 and 0.295 along
the posterior precentral and anterior postcentral sulci, respectively (P� .001). Both raters correctly identified the central sulcus in all 35 normal and
16 abnormal hemispheres. The white gray sign had the highest agreement of all signs between raters and was rated as present the most often
among all the signs.

CONCLUSIONS: Reduced gray-white contrast around the central sulcus is a reliable sign for identification of the central sulcus on 3D
inversion recovery fast-spoiled gradient-echo images.

The central sulcus is an important anatomic landmark that defines

the location of the primary motor cortex, a region of the brain

critical for all essential motor tasks. Because injury to this region has

irreversible consequences and other brain regions cannot compen-

sate for its loss,1 it is important to clearly identify the central sulcus for

surgical planning, especially in the context of focal brain lesions.

With knowledge of the location of the central sulcus, DTI and trac-

tography can be used to identify the corticospinal tract emanating

from the primary motor cortex. fMRI is a proven technique to iden-

tify the primary motor cortex for surgical planning.2-6 It is still desir-

able, however, to identify the central sulcus from structural imaging

for several reasons: this can provide an estimate of the proximity of a

lesion to the motor strip to determine the necessity of fMRI, guide the

tasks chosen for fMRI, serve as a surrogate if fMRI is not possible

because of patient cooperation and compliance or technical factors,

and assist in determining the risks of surgery.7

Numerous methods besides fMRI for identifying the central

sulcus have been previously described on both CT and MR imag-

ing. Most rely on identifying gyral and sulcal patterns and rela-

tionships,8-13 which can be variable. Others involve complex im-

age reformatting that most clinicians are untrained to produce or

interpret.14,15 Only a few signs, such as the difference in cortical

thickness across the central sulcus, are based on differences in the

underlying cytoarchitecture of the sensorimotor cortex.16,17 His-

tologic studies and postmortem ex vivo high-resolution imaging

have shown that in addition to the variation of the thickness of the

6 cellular layers of the sensorimotor cortex, there are also differ-

ences in myelin content that should be appreciable on MR

imaging.18-21 Based on this latter histologic finding, we de-

scribe the “white gray sign,” which refers to the inherent in-

creased T1 signal of the anterior and posterior cortices along

the central sulcus, giving this gray matter a more white appear-

ance (Fig 1). Specifically, we measure this contrast and assess

the accuracy of this sign in identifying the central sulcus with

reference to the criterion standard of fMRI.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
Using a retrospective institutional review board–approved re-

view, we identified 51 fMRI examinations from January 2014 to

December 2015. We only analyzed 1 hemisphere per patient for

which hand-motor fMRI was available. Patient ages ranged from

20 –70 years (mean, 42.5 years) and 27 women and 24 men were

included. Of the 51 hemispheres examined, 35 were morpholog-

ically normal (normal hemispheres were functionally evaluated

either for cryptogenic epilepsy surgical planning or as a reference

for contralateral pathology). A separate 16 hemispheres had le-

sions that affected the sensorimotor region of the analyzed hemi-

sphere. Pathologies included AVM (n � 8), encephalomalacia

(n � 3), neoplasm (n � 2), cavernous malformation (n � 2), and

cyst (n � 1). In all hemispheres with pathology, fMRI was per-

formed for presurgical planning for eloquent cortex lateralization

and/or localization.

Imaging Protocol
Each study was performed at 3T and consisted of 1) a 1.0-mm

isotropic 3D inversion recovery fast-spoiled gradient-echo se-

quence (axial 3D; TR, 9.2 ms; TE, 3.7 ms; TI, 400 ms; matrix,

256 � 256 � 164; field of view, 24 cm � 24 cm � 16.4 cm;

in-plane acceleration, 2; 4 minutes, 13 seconds), and 2) an fMRI

motor task consisting of 12 blocks of 10 seconds of finger tapping

alternating with 10 seconds of rest (2D gradient-echo, echo-pla-

nar imaging; TR, 2500 ms; TE, 35 ms; 3-mm section thickness;

20-cm field of view; 64 � 64 matrix size). Both sequences were

processed to produce hand-motor activation maps thresholded at

a T-score of 2–3 by using DynaSuite Neuro 3.1 (Invivo, Gaines-

ville, Florida). Functional images were interpreted on a PACS

workstation.

Quantitative Analysis of the White Gray Sign
Twenty-five of the normal hemisphere structural MRIs were seg-

mented using ITK-SNAP (www.itksnap.org).22 Using the fMRI as

the reference for the central sulcus, on a single axial section at the level

of the upper centrum semiovale, we manually segmented the follow-

ing cortical regions of interest sequentially from anterior to posterior

(Fig 2): cortex along the posterior bank of the precentral sulcus, cor-

tex along the anterior bank of the central sulcus, cortex along the

posterior bank of the central sulcus, and cortex along the anterior

bank of the postcentral sulcus. For gray-white contrast computation,

we manually segmented the white matter within the intervening pre-

central and postcentral gyri. All segmentations for both the cortices

and the WM were at least 30 pixels in volume and thinned to avoid

partial volume effect due to averaging with adjacent structures.

Gray-white contrast for the 4 cortical regions was calculated by:

(Subjacent WM average signal intensity � GM average signal inten-

sity) / (Subjacent WM average signal intensity). A Student t test com-

pared gray-white contrast differences between the precentral sulcus

and central sulcus and between the central sulcus and postcentral

sulcus using STATA (StataCorp, College Station, Texas).

Qualitative Analysis of the White Gray Sign
To test the performance of the white gray sign clinically and to

compare that performance with previously described methods for

identifying the central sulcus, 51 hemispheres from fMRI exami-

nations were analyzed. Both normal (including the aforemen-

tioned 25 fMRIs) and abnormal hemispheres were analyzed.

Two readers (M.W., N.J.F.) with 16 and 26 years of neurora-

diology experience, respectively, evaluated the 51 hemispheres for

the presence or absence of the white gray sign as well as the

bracket, cortical thickness difference, omega, and T signs (Fig

3). The raters were blinded to the func-

tional data. The following rating scale

was used: 1 � sign definitely not present;

2 � sign likely not present; 3 � sign likely

present; and 4 � sign definitely present.

Each rater also annotated the putative sul-

cus, and accuracy was confirmed by a co-

author (O.F.K.) with the fMRI hand-mo-

tor activation maps.

The 1–4 scale was then dichotomized

to summarize the presence or absence of

the individual signs (ie, 1–2 � not present;

3–4 � present). Rater agreement was as-

sessed by summing the number of patients

in which they agreed on a sign being pres-

ent or absent divided by the total number

of patients.

FIG 1. The “white gray sign.” Axial high-resolution 3D inversion recov-
ery fast-spoiled gradient-echo T1-weighted image demonstrates de-
creased gray-white contrast of the anterior and posterior cortices
along the central sulcus (white arrow).

FIG 2. Measurement of gray-white contrast. A, Cortical segmentations were drawn along both
sides of the central sulcus (royal blue and yellow) as well as along the adjacent banks of the
precentral and postcentral sulci (red and pink) and the intervening WM (green and light blue). B,
Gray-white contrast (� standard deviation bars) along the central sulcus was significantly (P �
.001) decreased both anteriorly and posteriorly compared with the contrast along the pre- and
postcentral sulci, respectively.
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Statistical Analysis
Systematic disagreement between raters was assessed by a symme-

try test, with a Bonferroni-corrected threshold of 0.01 for the 5

tests evaluated. Differences in presence of the white gray sign

compared with the other signs across all hemispheres were tested

for each rater by using a McNemar test, with a Bonferroni-cor-

rected threshold of 0.0125 to correct for the 4 comparisons be-

tween signs. For cases in which the white gray sign outperformed

another sign, a subsequent post hoc analysis did the same com-

parison separately for normal and abnormal hemispheres, with a

Bonferroni-corrected threshold of 0.025.

RESULTS
Quantitative Analysis of Gray-White Contrast around the
Central Sulcus
On axial T1-weighted 3D inversion recovery fast-spoiled gradi-

ent-echo images of the 25 normal hemispheres, the mean gray-

white contrast along the central sulcus was 0.218 � 0.0356 ante-

riorly and 0.237 � 0.0457 posteriorly compared with 0.320 �

0.0318 and 0.295 � 0.0485 along the precentral and postcentral

sulci, respectively (Fig 2B). Differences in gray-white contrast

were statistically significant, with P values of �.001. In all 25

hemispheres tested, the gray-white contrast was lower along the

anterior bank of the central sulcus com-

pared with the neighboring posterior

bank of the precentral gyrus. In 23/25

(92%) cases, the contrast was lower

along the posterior bank of the central

sulcus compared with the neighboring

anterior bank of the postcentral sulcus.

Qualitative Analysis of the White
Gray Sign and Other Signs of the
Central Sulcus
For the rater analyses of the 51 hemi-

spheres, both raters correctly identified

the central sulcus in all 35 normal and 16 abnormal hemispheres.

Rater agreement for the bracket, cortical thickness, omega, T, and

white gray signs was 43.1%, 45.1%, 74.5%, 62.8%, and 88.3%,

respectively. The symmetry test was significant for the bracket and

thickness signs (both P � .001), suggesting a systematic difference

between raters in scores for these signs (Fig 4). The asymmetry

was not statistically significant for the omega, T, and white gray

signs, with P values of .267, .019, and .031, respectively. The white

gray sign was reported statistically significantly more often than

the following signs across all hemispheres: the bracket sign for

both raters, the thickness sign for rater 1, and the omega and T

signs for rater 2 (Table, Fig 4). The post hoc analysis of normal

hemispheres showed that these differences held for the bracket

sign for both raters, the thickness sign for rater 1, and the omega

and T signs for rater 2.

For those 16 hemispheres that contained lesions affecting the

central sulcus, rater 1 found the white gray sign in all 16 hemi-

spheres, whereas rater 2 found the white gray sign in 11/16 hemi-

spheres. An example lesion extending to the precentral gyrus does

not interfere with the correct identification of the white gray sign

(Fig 5). Performance of the additional signs for the abnormal

hemispheres was as follows: bracket (rater 1, 2/16; rater 2, 10/16),

FIG 3. Signs of the central sulcus rated in this study. Bracket � central sulcus points to the marginal sulcus. Cortical thickness � increased
cortical thickness along the anterior compared with posterior bank of the central sulcus. Omega � characteristic omega shape of the
hand-motor knob. T � superior frontal sulcus meets the precentral gyrus.

Comparison of the white gray sign with other signs of the central sulcusa

Hemispheres White Gray Bracket Thickness Omega T
Rater 1 51 45 11 (�.001)b 23 (�.001)b 37 (.022) 38 (.092)

35 normal 34 9 (�.001)b 15 (�.001)b 26 28
16 abnormal 11 2 (.004)b 8 (.375) 11 10

Rater 2 51 51 38 (�.001)b 49 (.500) 42 (.004)b 27 (�.001)b

35 normal 35 28 (.016)b 35 28 (.016)b 20 (�.001)b

16 abnormal 16 10 (.031) 14 14 (.500) 7 (�.004)b

a Proportion of cases where each sign was reported, each compared with the white gray sign within rater. For the
comparison of both hemispheres, a Bonferroni-adjusted P value of �.0125 was statistically significant correcting for the
4 signs evaluated. For the post-hoc separate evaluation of normal and abnormal hemispheres, the corrected threshold
is P � .025.
b Statistically significant.
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cortical thickness (8/16, 14/16), omega sign (11/16, 14/16), and T

sign (10/16, 7/16). The post hoc analysis of abnormal hemispheres

showed that the white gray sign was reported statistically signifi-

cantly more often than the bracket sign for rater 1 and the T sign

for rater 2.

DISCUSSION
We describe an additional reliable central sulcus sign that is based

upon the physiologic high T1 signal of the cortices along the cen-

tral sulcus and, consequently, the decreased contrast with the ad-

jacent WM. It is likely that the relatively increased T1 signal dem-

onstrated on high-resolution inversion recovery fast-spoiled

gradient-echo images is reflective of the increased myelin content

of this tissue. Previously described differences in signal of the

motor cortex on T2-FLAIR are also

likely secondary to these differences in

the underlying myeloarchitecture.23,24

Thus, increased cortical thickness along

the anterior bank of the central sulcus, in

combination with the increased T1 sig-

nal within the cortex along both sides of

the central sulcus, are together 2 distinct

imaging markers for cytoarchitecture

and myeloarchitecture that are likely to

be robust for anatomic delineation.
There are several limitations to the

current study. At our institution, all

functional MR imaging examinations

are performed at 3T; therefore, both the

quantitative and qualitative portions of

this study were also based only on 3T

images, and we cannot assess if this sign

would perform similarly at 1.5T. Al-

though some volume averaging with the

adjacent WM could occur in the cortical

segmentations, in particular along the

relatively thin posterior bank of the cen-

tral sulcus, care was taken to confine the

segmentations to cortices. Differences in
gray-white contrast were only measured

in normal hemispheres. Although the
same relationship may not persist in the

presence of local edema near a lesion, we

have found that qualitatively, the white
gray sign is identifiable along the en-

tirety of the central sulcus, and this

matches other imaging data regarding

myelination along the central sulcus.25

Regarding the rating portion of the

study, both raters accurately identified

the central sulcus in all 51 cases; how-

ever, it was not determined by which

method they came to that conclusion.

The 2 raters did not perfectly agree on all

the signs, suggesting that these signs can

all be subjective and dependent on fac-

tors such as reader training. Neverthe-

less, the white gray sign had the highest agreement and scored the

highest among both raters in both normal and pathologic hemi-

spheres. Future studies can evaluate the conspicuity of this finding

on sequences other than T1-weighted inversion recovery fast-

spoiled gradient-echo, the extension of this finding to other pri-

mary cortices, and the relationship with developmental aspects of

myelination along the central sulcus.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that inherent differences in T1 signal of the cor-

tices along the central sulcus lead to discrete and appreciable dif-

ferences in gray-white contrast. Clinically, the “white gray sign” is

a reliable method for identifying the central sulcus, which was

FIG 4. Rater evaluation of signs of the central sulcus in 51 hemispheres (35 normal, 16 with
pathology). 1 � definitely not present, 2 � likely not present, 3 � likely present, 4 � definitely
present.

FIG 5. A 22-year-old man with posterior left frontal grade 2 astrocytoma. A, Axial 3D inversion
recovery fast-spoiled gradient-echo T1-weighted image shows the tumor centered along the
anterior aspect of the precentral gyrus. The white gray sign is still noticeable as decreased
contrast of the gray-white interface along the central sulcus (arrows). This is also appreciable on
the contralateral normal side. B, Functional data with hand-motor tasks (light blue � right hand,
yellow � left hand) confirm the location of the primary motor and somatosensory cortices.
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found to be present in the highest proportion of cases compared

with other previously described and well-known signs. Anatomic

imaging methods that take advantage of knowledge of underlying

cyto- and myeloarchitecture are powerful tools for determining

functional segregation of brain structure.
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